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Abstract
The reaction e
+
e
 
! HZ

is used to search for the standard model Higgs boson in
the H and the H`
+
`
 
channels. The data sample corresponds to about 4.5 million
hadronic Z decays collected by the ALEPH experiment at LEP from 1989 to 1995 at
centre-of-mass energies at and around the Z peak. Three candidate events are found in
the H
+

 
channel, in agreement with the expected background from the electroweak
process e
+
e
 
! `
+
`
 
qq. This search results in a 95% C.L. lower limit on the Higgs boson
mass of 63:9 GeV/c
2
.
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1 Introduction
In the minimal standard model, the spontaneous breaking of the SU(2)
L
 U(1)
Y
gauge
symmetry is achieved at the expense of the introduction of a doublet of complex scalar elds
 in self-interaction. As  develops a vacuum expectation value, the W and Z bosons acquire
their masses while three of the four initial degrees of freedom are absorbed. A single neutral
scalar particle, the Higgs boson H, therefore results with an unspecied mass m
H
. However,
for a given mass of the Higgs boson, the theory predicts its production rates and partial decay
widths unambiguously [1].
At centre-of-mass energies near the Z peak, the Bremsstrahlung process e
+
e
 
! HZ

! Hf

f,
where f

f is any lepton or quark pair, is the dominant Higgs boson production mechanism. This
process has already been investigated by ALEPH [2] and by the other LEP collaborations [3],
via nal states with clear signatures and manageable background. Specically, searches for
acoplanar jets accompanied by missing energy, relevant for the H channel, and for energetic
lepton pairs in hadronic events, relevant for the H`
+
`
 
channel (` = e or ), were carried out
with the data collected by ALEPH between 1989 and 1992, corresponding to 1,233,000 hadronic
Z decays [2]. No events were found and a 95% C.L. lower limit on the standard model Higgs
boson mass was set at 58.4 GeV/c
2
.
In Ref. [2], the location of the most critical selection cuts was determined following an
optimization procedure [4] which consists in minimizing 
95
= N
95
=L, the average value of the
95% C.L. upper limit on the signal production cross section, with
N
95
(x) =
e
 b(x)
"(x)
(
3:00 + 4:74b(x) + 6:30
b
2
(x)
2!
+ 7:75
b
3
(x)
3!
+   
)
; (1)
as obtained with a large number of Gedanken experiments in the absence of any signal
contribution. Here, L is the total integrated luminosity of the data sample, x is the location
of the cut, "(x) is the acceptance of the search, obtained from large samples of signal Monte
Carlo, and b(x) is the number of background events expected when the cut is applied. This last
number is determined from the background Monte Carlo distribution of the variable x after all
other cuts have been applied, smoothed and extrapolated so that an analytical representation
of b(x) is available.
Since this average upper limit depends on the absolute background level, the cuts are
expected to change | namely to be tightened | as more data becomes available. As a result,
the number of background events is expected to remain approximately constant, provided that
the selection eciency varies slowly with the cut location. The selection cuts were actually
tightened when the two topological searches were updated with the data collected in 1993 [5]
and 1994 [6], corresponding to 704,000 and 1,789,000 additional hadronic Z decays, respectively.
The improved mass limits obtained from these two updates were 60.3 and 63.1 GeV/c
2
at the
95% condence level. The same systematic procedure was applied again to the 1995 data,
corresponding to a further 781,000 hadronic Z decays, and the overall result is presented in this
letter.
1
2 The ALEPH detector
A detailed description of the ALEPH detector can be found in Ref. [7] and of its performance
in Ref. [8].
Charged particles are detected in the central part of the detector, consisting of a vertex
detector, a cylindrical drift chamber and a large time projection chamber. A 1.5 T axial
magnetic eld is provided by a superconducting solenoidal coil. A 1=p
T
resolution of
6 10
 4
(GeV=c)
 1
is achieved.
Electrons and photons are identied in the electromagnetic calorimeter by their charac-
teristic longitudinal and transverse shower development. The calorimeter, a lead/wire-plane
sampling device with ne readout segmentation and a total thickness of 22 radiation lengths
at normal incidence, provides a relative energy resolution of 0:18=
p
E (E in GeV).
Muons are identied by their characteristic penetration pattern in the hadron calorimeter, a
1.2 m thick yoke instrumented with 23 layers of streamer tubes, together with two surrounding
layers acting as muon chambers. In association with the electromagnetic calorimeter, the
hadron calorimeter also provides a measurement of the energy of charged and neutral hadrons
with a relative resolution of 0:80=
p
E (E in GeV).
The total visible energy and mass are measured with an energy-ow reconstruction
algorithm [8] which combines all of the above measurements, supplemented by the energy
detected at low polar angle (down to 24 mrad from the beam axis) by two additional
electromagnetic calorimeters which are used primarily for the luminosity measurement. The
resolution on the total visible mass M can be parameterized as 
M
= (0:60
p
M + 0:6) GeV=c
2
(M in GeV/c
2
) for well contained hadronic nal states [8].
Finally, jets originating from b quarks are identied by means of a lifetime b tagging
algorithm [9]. This algorithm makes use of a vertex detector, fully operational since 1991,
allowing a 50% eciency to be achieved for b

b events, with a purity of 85%.
In the data sample used for the analysis reported here, all major components of the detector
were required to be simultaneously operational, and all major trigger logic had to be enabled.
3 The search in the H  channel
The topology of interest in this section consists of an acoplanar hadronic system accompanied
by missing energy, corresponding to the (H ! hadrons)(Z

! ) nal state. The analysis
makes use, in particular, of the accurate reconstruction of the energy ow in the detector.
2
3.1 Preselection
The preselection of this topology is unchanged since 1991 [10] and is only briey recalled here.
It is performed on events with a total visible mass smaller than 70 GeV/c
2
and with at least
eight charged particle tracks. These tracks must be reconstructed with at least four hits in the
time projection chamber, with a polar angle with respect to the beam such that j cos j < 0:95,
and must originate from within a cylinder of length 20 cm and radius 2 cm coaxial with the
beam and centred at the nominal collision point. In addition, the scalar sum of the charged
particle momenta must exceed 10% of the centre-of-mass energy.
In order to avoid energy losses around the beam direction, the fraction of the total visible
energy that is measured beyond 30

of that direction is required to exceed 60%, and the energy
measured within 12

of the beam axis has to be smaller than 3 GeV. The events are then divided
into two hemispheres by a plane perpendicular to the thrust axis, and the angle between the
directions of the total momenta measured in the two hemispheres (the acollinearity angle) is
required to be smaller than 165

, which removes the bulk of the Z decays into two back-to-back
jets.
These cuts are not eective against photon-photon collisions, but they are rejected by
requiring a visible mass above 25 GeV/c
2
when the total momentum transverse to the beam is
smaller than 10% of the centre-of-mass energy. In addition, the invariant masses measured in
both hemispheres are required to be larger than 2.5 GeV/c
2
. This last cut is also very ecient
against the few remaining Z decays into 
+

 
and against the 
+

 
qq four-fermion nal state
with a low mass qq pair.
A large acollinearity might also be caused by an e
+
e
 
annihilation into two jets accompanied
by a hard initial state radiation. To remove such events, it is required that the angle between
the missing momentum direction and the beam axis be larger than 21.8

, and that the angle
between the two hemisphere total momentum directions projected onto a plane perpendicular
to the beam (the acoplanarity angle) be smaller than 175

.
Although this preselection is aimed at rejecting two-jet events, it is also ecient against
three-jet events, when the three jet energies are well measured. However, when at least one of
the energies is mismeasured, the directions of the total momentum and of the two hemisphere
momenta are aected so that the distributions of the acollinearity and acoplanarity angles are
smeared out. The corresponding selection criteria therefore become less eective.
3.2 Update of the search
The update of the acoplanar jet search simply consists in optimizing with Eq. (1) the cuts
on the three variables relevant for the rejection of the remaining background, dominated by
three-jet events:
3
 the sum S of the three jet-jet angles obtained when the event is forced to form three jets,
designed to reject e
+
e
 
! b

bg events with two semileptonic decays;
 the isolation angle A of the largest cone around the total missing momentum direction
containing an energy smaller than 1 GeV, designed against e
+
e
 
! b

bg events in which
the energy of one jet is essentially carried away by a neutrino coming from a semileptonic
decay, thus rendering uncertain the determination of this jet direction;
 the acoplanarity angle , against e
+
e
 
! qqg events accompanied by a hard initial state
radiation, possibly with semileptonic decays too. (This angle is tested only when the
three jet directions are compatible with the presence of an undetected photon along the
beam direction, as indicated in Ref. [2].)
Figures 1, 2 and 3 show the distributions of these three variables when the data from 1989
to 1995 are included, together with the functions db(x)=dx (x = S;A; ) obtained by tting
to decreasing exponential shapes the relevant background Monte Carlo distributions (all cuts
being applied but the cut on x). The background Monte Carlo samples corresponding to seven
million hadronic Z decays, and consequently the expressions for the functions b(x), are those
used in the analysis of Ref. [2]. The overall normalizations are directly taken from the Monte
Carlo and scale with the total integrated luminosity.
Figure 1: Distribution of the aplanarity S in the data. Also indicated by a solid curve is the
result of the (double) exponential t of db(S)=dS, as obtained from Monte Carlo, with an
absolute normalization. The optimized cut location is indicated by an arrow.
Once optimized according to Eq. (1), the cuts on these three variables are set to S < 342

,
A > 31

and  < 159

. Their evolution with the increase of integrated luminosity between 1992
and 1995 is displayed in Table 1.
4
Figure 2: Distribution of the isolation angle A in the data. Also indicated by a full line is the
result of the (double) exponential t of db(A)=dA, as obtained from Monte Carlo, with an
absolute normalization. The optimized cut location is indicated by an arrow.
Figure 3: Distribution of the acoplanarity angle  in the data. Also indicated by a full line is
the result of the (double) exponential t of db()=d, as obtained from Monte Carlo, with an
absolute normalization. The optimized cut location is indicated by an arrow.
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Table 1: Cumulative number of hadronic Z decays and optimized value of the cuts on S, A and
, in 1992, 1993, 1994 and 1995. Also indicated is the relative selection eciency loss for a
60 GeV=c
2
Higgs boson with respect to the previous year.
Year 1992 1993 1994 1995
10
6
Z 1.2 1.9 3.7 4.5
Cut on S 345:0

343:8

342:5

342:0

Cut on A 25:8

28:0

30:5

31:0

Cut on  164

162

160

159

Eciency loss (%) | 4% 5% 1:5%
3.3 Result and systematic studies
Altogether, the updated criteria are expected to select 1:12  0:48 (stat) background events,
of which 0:62  0:09 events come from four-fermion processes (0.42 from e
+
e
 
! qq and
0.20 from e
+
e
 
! 
+

 
qq) and 0:50  0:47 from e
+
e
 
! qq. None are observed in the data,
even when the initial 70 GeV/c
2
mass cut is removed. If the cut values optimized for the
1992 integrated luminosity are used instead (see Table 1), six events are found in the data, in
agreement with the 4.2 events expected from background processes. The selection eciency of
the (H! hadrons)(Z

! ) nal state amounts to (38:3  0:2)% and (29:8  0:2)% for a 60
and a 65 GeV/c
2
Higgs boson, respectively, to be compared to 43.0% and 33.4% reached with
the 1992 selection.
These eciencies are derived from Monte Carlo and might therefore be aected by some
systematic eects in the detector simulation. To study these eects, a control analysis has been
performed as in Ref. [8] with multihadronic events containing a very energetic electromagnetic
cluster originating either from the radiative process e
+
e
 
! qq, or from the decay of an
energetic 
0
in one of the jets. The selected multihadronic events must have an identied
electromagnetic shower (hereafter called a photon) with an energy in excess of 20 GeV and a
polar angle with respect to the beam such that j cos j < 0:95. This photon is also required
not to be in the vicinity either of the extrapolation of a charged particle track or of a non-
instrumented inter-module gap of the electromagnetic calorimeter.
The photon is then removed from the event and the hadronic part is subjected to the
preselection described in Section 3.1. After this preselection, the photons of the genuine qq
events tend to be isolated from the jets due to the acollinearity and acoplanarity requirements.
These events therefore play the ro^le of the (mainly) two-jet H signal events and can be used
to control the selection eciency. In contrast, for events with an energetic 
0
, this procedure
selects a three-jet topology, where one of the jets contains the 
0
. These events therefore
simulate the three-jet background events with at least one jet energy mismeasured, and can be
used to control the reliability of the background rejection.
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As an example, the distributions of A and S are shown in Fig. 4 for the 5857 events selected
in the data and for the simulation with an absolute normalization. The distributions expected
from the e
+
e
 
! qq signal are then tted to a simple polynomial, and the three-jet background
is parameterized with decreasing exponentials as indicated in Section 3.2.
The survey of these distributions shows that the shape of the signal is well reproduced by
the simulation. Since, as expected, these distributions are very similar to those obtained for the
H signal, this gives condence in the determination of eciency of the cuts on S and A, at
the level of a percent. (This applies also to the variable .) In addition, it can be noticed that
(i) the double exponential shape of the A, S (and ) distributions for the three-jet background,
determined with a few tens of simulated qq events in Section 3.2, are conrmed with the high
statistics 
0
sample; and (ii) the cuts on A, S and  at 31

, 342

and 159

are well designed to
reject the three-jet background (over 97% of this background is removed this way).
Cut
#
Cut
#
Figure 4: Distribution of A (left) and S (right) for the hadronic events selected with an energetic
photon (see text), in the data (triangles with error bars) and from the simulation (histogram),
with absolute normalization. The shaded part of the histogram indicates the 
0
contribution
and the hatched histogram shows the genuine qq events. The curves indicate the result of a
t of the expected distributions as described in the text.
4 The search in the H`
+
`
 
channel
The topology of interest in this section consists of a hadronic system accompanied by a pair of
energetic, isolated leptons, corresponding to the (H! hadrons)(Z

! `
+
`
 
) nal state (` = e
or ). The analysis relies on the lepton identication capabilities of the detector.
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4.1 Preselection
As for the H channel, the preselection of this topology is unchanged since 1991 [10] and is
only briey recalled here. Only events with at least six charged particle tracks coming from
the interaction point and carrying more than 10% of the centre-of-mass energy are considered.
Energetic pairs are selected as pairs of oppositely charged particles with individual momenta in
excess of 3 GeV/c, with a scalar sum of momenta greater than 20 GeV/c, and with an invariant
mass greater than 5 GeV/c
2
. Furthermore, the scalar sum of their transverse momenta with
respect to the thrust axis of the rest of the event must exceed 15 GeV/c. Events with no such
pairs are rejected.
In each pair, at least one of the two particles has to be positively identied as an electron
or a muon, according to the strict criteria of Ref. [10]. These criteria are also applied to the
second particle except when the track extrapolates to a non-instrumented region of the ECAL
for electrons, or of the HCAL for muons. The pairs formed from an electron and a muon are
used for systematic studies of the background but are rejected at this level of the search.
To reject e
+
e
 
! b

b events with two semileptonic decays, one of the two leptons is required
to be isolated, i.e., no other charged particle must be found inside a cone of 30

half-opening
angle around its momentum direction, and less than 1 GeV of neutral energy | apart from
identied bremsstrahlung photons as dened in Ref. [10]| must be detected in the same cone.
At this level, 0:0
+0:3
 0:0
events are expected from hadronic Z decays, and the main background
source is the electroweak four-fermion process e
+
e
 
! `
+
`
 
qq, characterized by a topology
very close to that of the signal. Repeating the Monte Carlo analysis done in Ref. [11] with
FERMISV [12], a total of 68.7 events are expected from this source, of which 11.4 have a mass
recoiling against the lepton pair in excess of 40 GeV/c
2
. A total of 76 events (36 in the
He
+
e
 
channel and 40 in the H
+

 
channel) are observed in the data. Among them, 17
events (8 in the He
+
e
 
channel and 9 in the H
+

 
channel) have a mass above 40 GeV/c
2
.
The probability that 17 events or more are observed when 11.4 are expected is 7%, but this
theoretical prediction is expected to be lowered by up to 30% to 50% once gluon radiation, not
simulated in FERMISV, is taken into account [11]. Only those events with high recoil mass are
considered as candidate events in the present search. Two such events are shown in Fig. 5 and
the mass distribution of the whole sample is shown in Fig. 6.
4.2 Update of the search
Given the large number of background events expected, it was noticed in 1993 that the
combination of this channel with the acoplanar jets search was bound to eventually degrade,
on average, the expected 95% C.L. limit obtained from the H channel alone. It was therefore
decided, instead of simply removing the H`
+
`
 
analysis from the combination, to strengthen
its selectivity by adding a requirement on the b quark content of the events [5]. (Only 11%
of the standard four-fermion events are expected to be `
+
`
 
b

b events, while over 90% of the
hadronic decays of the Higgs boson are expected to be into a b

b pair.)
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Run 22164 Event 3969ℵ ALEPH Run 28635 Event 8168ℵ ALEPH
Figure 5: View of the ALEPH detector for a He
+
e
 
candidate with a recoil mass of 66.0 GeV/c
2
and for a H
+

 
candidate with a recoil mass of 49.7 GeV/c
2
.
Figure 6: Distribution of the qq mass for e
+
e
 
! `
+
`
 
qq Monte Carlo events, with an absolute
normalization (shaded histogram), and for the data (triangles with error bars). Here, the qq
mass is dened either as the mass recoiling against the two leptons for high masses or as the
measured hadronic mass for low masses, whichever gives the best resolution.
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The b quark content can be quantied with the combined probability P
uds
for the charged
particles of the event to come from the main interaction point [9]. The probability P
uds
is
constructed to be uniformly distributed between 0 and 1 for light quark (u, d, s) events, and
peaked at low values for b

b events. The distribution of P
uds
for the 17 high mass H`
+
`
 
candidates is displayed in Fig. 7 together with the expectation from the electroweak four-
fermion process e
+
e
 
! `
+
`
 
qq. The update of the analysis consists in optimizing, with Eq.
(1), the cut on P
uds
according to the integrated luminosity.
Figure 7: Distribution of Log
10
(P
uds
) for e
+
e
 
! `
+
`
 
qq Monte Carlo events, normalized to 17
events (shaded histogram), and for the data (triangles with error bars). The binning is chosen
as in Fig. 8. The optimized cut is indicated by an arrow.
For an integrated luminosity corresponding to the whole data sample, the automatic
procedure places the optimized cut at P
uds
< 0:05. The cut was set to 0.20 and 0.08 in
1993 [5] and 1994 [6], respectively. The successive losses of eciency amount to 12%, 8%
and 4% with the 1993, 1994 and 1995 optimizations. In addition, the periods during which
the vertex detector could not be used (e.g. before its installation in 1991) are responsible for
another loss of  7% of the data.
4.3 Result and systematic studies
The updated search is expected to select 2.7 events of which 1.1 are `
+
`
 
b

b events and 1.6
non-b four-fermion events. As can be seen from Fig 7, three events are retained in the data
(all in the H
+

 
nal state), with masses 49:7  0:5, 51:5  0:5 and 66:9  0:3 GeV/c
2
. The
selection eciency of the (H! hadrons)(Z

! `
+
`
 
) nal state amounts to (39:4 0:5)% and
(48:1  0:5)% in the He
+
e
 
and H
+

 
channels, respectively, for a 60 GeV/c
2
Higgs boson.
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This is to be compared to the 50.0% and 61.0% reached with the 1992 selection, when no b
tagging requirement was applied.
Systematic eects related to the lepton identication have been studied in Ref. [11] with
e
+
e
 
! `
+
`
 
 events. Correction factors of ( 1:7 0:3)% and (+0:8 0:3)% must be applied
to the identication eciency of e
+
e
 
and 
+

 
pairs, respectively. The reliability of the
simulation of the b tagging has been checked as in Ref. [5] with qq events which contain
the same avour mixture as qq`
+
`
 
events for high qq masses. The selection of the radiative
hadronic events follows closely the H`
+
`
 
selection, the photon playing the ro^le of the lepton
pair. Only events with at least four charged particle tracks coming from the interaction point
and carrying more than 10% of the centre-of-mass energy are considered. Energetic photons
are identied in the electromagnetic calorimeter as in Section 3.3; their energy is required to
be greater than 15 GeV and their transverse momentum with respect to the thrust axis of the
rest of the event must exceed 10 GeV/c. Events containing an energetic photon from a 
0
(or
) decay are rejected by requiring the photon to be isolated with the same denition as for the
lepton isolation.
The remaining 
0
contamination can be further reduced by a factor of two by requiring the
major axis of the transverse prole of the electromagnetic shower (expected to be larger for 
0
than for single photons) to be smaller than 2.2 cm. This preselection leads to 2729 events in
the data taken between 1991 and 1995, to be compared to the 2643 events predicted by the
Monte Carlo, of which 297 are b

b, 867 cc, 333 ss, 311 d

d and 835 uu.
Given its high purity (in excess of 98%), this qq event sample can be directly used to
simulate the distribution of the tagging probability P
uds
expected for e
+
e
 
! qq`
+
`
 
. The
distribution of P
uds
is shown in Fig. 8 for the data and for the corresponding Monte Carlo. The
fraction of events rejected by a cut on P
uds
at 0.05 amounts to (76:7 0:8)% in the data, to be
compared to the Monte Carlo prediction of (75:9  0:8)%. As can be inferred from Fig. 8, the
(H! b

b)`
+
`
 
events are less sensitive to this possible dierence between data and simulation.
Nevertheless, since the Higgs boson also decays into cc and gg with a sizeable branching fraction,
it was conservatively assumed that this dierence of (+1:1 1:4)% is identical for all avours.
The eciency of this cut as determined from the H`
+
`
 
Monte Carlo, 78.8%, must then be
corrected by ( 0:3 0:5)%.
5 Combined result of the search
The two topological searches used in this analysis specically address the H`
+
`
 
and the
H channels, but are also sensitive, although with a low eciency, to the channels (H !
hadrons)(Z

! 
+

 
) and (H! 
+

 
)(Z

! hadrons). The number of events expected to be
selected by each of the two updated searches in any of the HZ

nal states are shown in Table 2
for dierent Higgs boson mass hypotheses. The production cross section as well as the decay
branching ratios were determined as in Ref. [2] with the HZHA generator [13].
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Figure 8: Distribution of the tagging probability P
uds
for qq events in the data (triangles with
error bars) and in the Monte Carlo (shaded histogram). The hatched part of the histogram
shows the expected b

b contribution.
The various sources of systematic uncertainties on these numbers can be listed as follows.
 An uncertainty of 0.2% is due to the determination of the number of multihadronic
events [14] in the data sample.
 The allowed range for the top quark mass, m
t
= 175  9 GeV=c
2
, obtained from a
combination of CDF and D0 data [15], results in an uncertainty of 0:1% on the ratio of
the HZ

to qq cross sections for a Higgs boson mass of 64 GeV/c
2
.
 The limited signal Monte Carlo statistics introduces a contribution of 0.2% to the
uncertainty.
Table 2: Number of signal events expected to be selected by the acoplanar jet search and by
the energetic lepton pair search, for dierent Higgs boson mass hypotheses.
m
H
(GeV/c
2
) Acoplanar Jets Lepton pairs Total
50 25.17 8.45 33.62
55 12.23 4.24 16.47
60 5.12 1.87 6.99
65 1.73 0.69 2.42
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 The uncertainties related to the selection procedure, the lepton identication and the b
tagging were checked directly with the data and contribute an uncertainty of the order of
1% to the eciency determination.
 Finally, the ambiguity on the value of the b quark pole mass entering the calculation of
the (H ! b

b) decay partial width introduces a 1% uncertainty on the corresponding
branching ratio. This translates into 0:7% for the number of events expected.
Figure 9: Number of signal events expected to be selected in the acoplanar jet search alone
(dashed curve) and in the combination with the lepton search (full curve) as a function of the
Higgs boson mass. Also indicated is the 95% C.L. limit on the number of events. The vertical
dotted line indicates the 95% C.L. lower limit on the Higgs boson mass.
The overall systematic uncertainty is therefore below 2%. The total number of signal events
expected, conservatively reduced by this amount, is presented in Fig. 9 as a function of the
Higgs boson mass. No events are observed in the H channel (with 1.1 background events
expected), and three events are observed in the H`
+
`
 
channel, in agreement with the standard
model background expectation of 2.7 events. In the derivation of the nal result, account is
taken of the mass and the mass resolution of the three candidates following the prescription
of Ref. [16] (see Fig. 9). This results in an improved 95% C.L. lower limit on the Higgs boson
mass of 63.9 GeV/c
2
.
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